
3 sovrum Villa till salu i San Miguel de Salinas, Alicante

This community in Las Colinas Golf is one of the few communities of detached villas that are not surrounded or near
flat projects. The community consists of several villas designed on one level with optional basement/garage and/or
roof terraces. Within walking distance to the clubhouse and all local amenities as well as the golf course, restaurants
and bars. This unique location offers great privacy and stunning unobstructed views of the surrounding forest and
greenery.
Designed for the luxury market, each property features contemporary and very high specification finishes with large
spacious terraces and each property has its own parking space and storage room.
These Premium homes in Las Colinas Golf feature state-of-the-art in-home technology, high-end kitchen appliances,
air conditioning throughout, underfloor heating in all bathrooms (optional throughout), LED lighting throughout,
motorised external shutters (bedrooms), beautiful, landscaped gardens, communal areas and a designer swimming
pool.
Las Colinas Golf & Country Club is located in Dehesa de Campoamor, Orihuela Costa in the southern part of the Costa
Blanca, Spain. Set in the hills, "Las Colinas" is surrounded by a nature reserve, Mediterranean forests and fruit
orchards offering a unique, secluded and tranquil environment. This gated community with 24-hour security offers a
wonderful selection of modern flats and villas. The golf course was named Best Golf Course in Spain 2015 by the
World Travel Awards, it was also named the Best Villa Resort in Spain in 2015 & 2016 and has since won several other
awards.
Las Colinas has become one of the most prestigious resorts in the region and has a number of professional sports
personalities among its community who have bought their holiday homes here at Las Colinas Golf Resort because of
the overall look and feel of the facilities and surroundings, as well as the superior and high quality "Las Colinas
Properties".
With the stable climate of the Mediterranean coast, you can enjoy your dream holiday home all year round, and
thanks to the ideal connection to the airports of Alicante and/or Murcia, you will have no problems finding a direct
flight from your country of origin. Numerous architects and technical teams have worked hard to create the
infrastructure and overall design guidelines for the Las Colinas Resort and the properties within it. Keeping in line with
modern design and architecture is one of the main points and reason for the success of Las Colinas Golf & Country
Club, as well as respecting the surrounding green environment and being able to adapt any new design and real
estate project within the natural environment. A low-density residential area where you will always enjoy more
greenery than built-up area compared to other resorts and developments in the region, this is a unique criterion and
makes Las Colinas such a special destination. Part of the award-winning golf course, the Resort of Las Colinas Golf
also houses an international restaurant "UNIK café", a sushi bar "Enso Sushi", mini-supermarket and a brand new
Italian restaurant "il Palco" and a sports and health club offering a gym and SPA treatments. Contact us today to
confirm a site visit and appointment so we can show you our exclusive show homes and explain about the resort and
the privileges you will enjoy as an owner. By contacting us directly as the builder, developer and expert for any new-
build or resale home in Las Colinas, we can also guarantee you get the best deal.

  3 sovrum   2 badrum   140m² Bygg storlek
  1.013m² Tomtstorlek   Simbassäng   Air conditioning
  BBQ   Laundry room   Electricity
  Private pool   Underfloor heating   TV and telephone connections
  Indoor lighting   Outdoor lighting   Built-in/lined wardrobes
  Showerscreen in bathroom

850.000€
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